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914750

914752

Re-Order # Description Size Unit
914750 Crash PadTM 3’ x 4’ Each
914752 Crash PadTM 5’ x 5’ Each
914756 Optional Nylon Outer Cover 3’ x 4’ Each
914758 Optional Nylon Outer Cover 5’ x 5’ Each
914757 Optional Cozy Cloth Outer Cover 3’ x 4’ Each
914759 Optional Cozy Cloth Outer Cover 5’ x 5’ Each

Purpose
This unique ”Crash PadTM” was developed primarily for young adults to serve as a fall pad whether for 
exercises or learning appropriate responses to falling.  In many situations, children with 
developmental delay or sensory integration disorder need to learn the appropriate falling procedures.  
Associated with a primitive reflex called the moro reflex.

Easy to Use
To economize in shipping cost the Crash Pads are compressed prior to shipping.  When they are 
opened they generally will return to about 80% of their full volume in about 8 hours and will be fully 
expanded after three days.  Although the nylon outer covering can be easily cleaned, it is impractical 
to remove the foam if it is desired to launder the cover.  It is strongly suggested that an optional cover 
that fits over the inner cover be used.  These optional covers come in two fabrics, Cozy Cloth and 
Nylon and can be easily removed for laundering.

Caution
When the pad is resting there is a quantity of entrapped air and when you jump on the pad there is a 
slight bounce effect.  If an additional outer cover is used, it is critical to align the vent holes by lining 
up the red webbing to allow the air to escape more easily to minimize this “bounce effect”. Do not use 
this crash pad within 5 feet from a wall.  Since jumping, flipping or bouncing involves some risk, it is 
mandatory that these Crash Pads be used with a trained professional in attendance.

Easy Care
The inner cover can be wiped clean with a standard cleaning solution. The optional outer cover can be 
laundered at temperatures below 180oF (82oC)
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